Abstract. The paper firstly conducted a numerical simulation for flow fields and aerodynamic noises of the lateral window region in vehicles, and verified its correctness using the experimental test. Numerical simulation shows that: A pillar has a complicated shape and large corner, so that airflows will be separated here. An eddy structure is caused in the lateral window region and develops along the A pillar to generate serious pressure pulsations. A low pressure region is formed behind the A pillar. Obvious airflow separation regions are in the A pillar, rear view mirrors, wheels and wheel chambers. These airflow separation regions are typical positions causing aerodynamic noises. Additionally, large separated regions are located at the tail part of the vehicle, which is a main reason for causing the aerodynamic resistance. Intensity and velocity of eddies near the lateral window surface are relatively large, while its intensity near edges of the rear view mirror is weak. The shape of eddies extends along the flow direction to be an oval shape. The separated and broken eddies are sources for causing pressure pulsations. According to sound pressures of observation points, it can be also found that the separated eddy is a main reason for causing aerodynamic noises. Sound pressures are low at the right upper corner of lateral windows. In addition, noise distributions on the lateral window become gradually uniform with the increased frequency. In order to reduce flow noises, a bionic saw-tooth structure is applied to A pillars and rear view mirrors. After the bionic structure is introduced, some fluids are adhered to A pillars and rear view mirrors, so that the energy of fluids reaching the lateral window is reduced. In addition, fluids in rear regions of the rear view mirror presented a spiral shape, so that the possibility of fluid diffusion will be also reduced. In the original model, the maximum energy is 57.77, while that in this region with the bionic saw-tooth structures is 55.00. Obviously, the eddy energy is weakened. Compared with the original model, flow noises of all the observation points are reduced to different degrees, and the noise reduction effect is obvious. The results fully prove that this region with bionic saw-teeth in this paper has obvious advantages in noise reduction.
Introduction
When a vehicle is running at a high speed, aerodynamic noises will make the greatest contribution to the interior noise in vehicles [1] [2] [3] . Therefore, it will decide comfort of the vehicle [4] [5] [6] . Due to irregular surfaces and structures on the vehicle, high-speed airflows will cause a serious separation phenomenon while passing the outer surface of the vehicle, so that a complicated turbulent flow structure will be caused. Finally, strong pressure pulsations and aerodynamic noises will be generated in the front lateral window region, as shown in Fig. 1 . The transmission loss in this region is very small, so that pressure pulsations and aerodynamic noises outside the vehicle will affect the comfort more easily. Therefore, it is very important to study aerodynamic noises in the lateral window region. The aerodynamic noise source near the front lateral window is caused by the A pillar-rear view mirror region. [7] At present, most of reported researches are mainly focused on aerodynamic noises of the rear view mirror or A pillar [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Alam [14] used a simplified model to conduct the wind tunnel test on several different A pillars in order to analyze impacts of geometric shapes on flow fields and aerodynamic noises of the vehicle. Levy [15] analyzed eddies caused by the airflow separation of the A pillar, and obtained relations between pulsation pressures and flow fields. Murad [11] used computational fluid dynamics software to simulate aerodynamic noises of the A pillar in a simplified vehicle model and studied impacts of flow velocities and yaw angles on aerodynamic noises of the A pillar. Hoarau [16] studied unsteady pressure fields of the A pillar combining LDV measurements with multi-point pressure measurements using off-set microphones. These reported researches on aerodynamic noises of the rear view mirror are more mature than those of the A pillar. Kato [17] adopted a simplified rear view mirror model, fixed it on a panel to complete wind tunnel tests, laying a reliable foundation for studying aerodynamic noises of bluff bodies. Khalighi [8] and Kim [18] studied flow fields on the tail part of the rear view mirror. Studied results show that eddies will appear alternately on the tail part of the rear view mirror; these eddies are pushed backwards along the airflow direction and weakened gradually; a long turbulent flow structure is formed in the rear region. Chen [19] conducted a numerical simulation of rear view mirrors with different edges. Studied results show that the edge will affect the velocity and streamline direction of airflows which flow through the rear view mirror cover to a great extent.
However, researches on aerodynamic noises for the complete A pillar-rear view mirror region are rarely reported. Based on eddy sound equations, Wang [20] analyzed relations between eddy vectors in flow fields near the A pillar and aerodynamic noses, and found main aerodynamic parameters which affected aerodynamic noises of the A pillar and rear view mirrors. However, the studied results are not verified by the experimental test. Yang [21] computed unsteady flow fields outside a passenger vehicle and aerodynamic noises in its lateral window region, and applied experimental PIV (particle image velocimetry) results to verify the correctness of the numerical simulation, but failed to conduct in-depth researches on lateral window regions. Regarding shortcomings in reported researches, this paper firstly conducted a numerical computation for flow fields and aerodynamic noises of the lateral window region, and verified the correctness of computational results.
Computational methods and models

Mathematic models
A DES (Detached Eddy Simulation) method provided by the commercial CFD software is used to solve non-steady flow characteristics outside the vehicle and flow fields in the lateral window region. The computational amount is lower than LES (Large Eddy Simulation) method.
Non-steady flow characteristics which are more reliable than those computed by RANS (Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes) can be obtained. Main idea of the DES method is to combine RANS with LES. The RANS method is applied to near-wall regions and the regions of which turbulence scale is smaller than the mesh size. The LES method is applied to regions outside the near wall region and the regions of which turbulence scale is larger than the mesh size. Its requirement for meshes is not higher than that of the LES method, so the computational amount can be reduced significantly. The DES method is to adopt a uniform eddy viscosity equation, where the mesh scale is used to distinguish RANS regions and LES regions, and then two models are used to solve the problem. In this paper, the DES method based on a -model is adopted, where equation and equation are as follows:
Eddy viscosity coefficient is determined by Eq. (3):
where: and are turbulence generation items, where their definitions and values of relevant coefficients in this model can be obtained in reference [22] . The expression of turbulence scale parameter in the equation dissipation item is as follows:
where: = 0.09 and it is a model constant. In the DES method, the resolution scale in RANS and LES are defined by the following equation:
The coefficient = 0.78. ∆ is the mesh scale. For non-uniform meshes, ∆= (∆ , ∆ , ∆ ). In a boundary layer near the wall face, << ∆. The model is equivalent to a -turbulence model in RANS. When the distance is far away from the wall face, >> ∆. The model is equivalent to a sub-grid stress model in LES. Compared with -model, the -model has the advantage that it is suitable to near-wall processing under a low Reynolds number. The -model considers shear stress transport. It does not contain any items similar to a complicated nonlinear viscosity attenuation item in the -model. Therefore, it is more suitable for computing flow fields of the vehicle with the detached characteristics [23] . In the computation, = 0.615 and = 4.306.
Geometric models
In the case of that the computational accuracy was not affected, the vehicle body was simplified; components including vehicle lamps and antenna were deleted; the vehicle bottom was simplified into a plane; wheels were simplified; wheel hubs and tread patterns were deleted, as shown in Fig. 2 . When geometric simplification and cleaning of the complete vehicle model were conducted, the following situation was taken into account: due to impacts of shape characteristics of vehicle accessories and real vehicle bottom on flow fields, airflows near the vehicle body and the chassis were different from actual airflows, so the simulated accuracy was influenced.
Therefore, when the simplification and cleaning of the vehicle accessories and the chassis were conducted, most shape characteristics of the vehicle accessories and chassis were reserved. Length is = 4.68 m; width is = 2.03 m; height is = 1.44 m. 
Mesh divisions
The computational domain is a cuboid enclosing the vehicle model, with length of 11 L, width of 5 W, height of 5 H, as shown in Fig. 3 . The computational accuracy depends on the size of computational meshes. Meshes with the smaller size can touch the vehicle surface better, but will also increase a huge amount of meshes and long computational time. Due to limit in computer hardware, meshes may not be generated. Therefore, in sensitive regions on the vehicle surface, parameters have a large change gradient, and meshes should be fine, so that the accuracy of data transmission can be ensured. In general, computational results are deemed to be unrelated with meshes when the computational error of two sets of meshes is lower than 2 % [24] [25] [26] [27] . For the model established in this paper, three sets of meshes are used for the trial computation. Results are shown in Table 1 . Amounts of computational meshes are 5.6 million, 6.7 million and 7.3 million, respectively. It is found that the computational error is less than 1.59 % when the total amount of meshes is more than 7.3 million. Therefore, the mesh amount in the computational model is 7.3 million, namely the maximum mesh size of the vehicle surface is 6 mm, which can satisfy requirements for mesh independence tests. 
Boundary conditions
In the numerical simulation, Fluent was used to solve this problem. Due to the low flow velocity at the inlet, the incompressible flow was assumed here, and the density was set as a constant. In order to simulate aerodynamic noises of the vehicle more accurately, the computational method of Large Eddy Simulation (LES) was adopted in the turbulent flow computation. The Smagorinsky-Lilly model [28] was used as the sub-grid model of LES. The SIMPLEC algorithm was used to process the coupling between pressure and velocity. For boundary conditions, the inlet was set as the velocity inlet, uniform incoming flows were adopted, and 33.33 m/s was set as the inlet velocity and equivalent to 120 km/h; the outlet was set as the pressure outlet; the vehicle surface was a non-slippage face; in the computational domain, the upper surface and two sides were set as symmetric faces. The Reynolds average method was firstly used to obtain the initial steady solution. Then, the LES method was used for the computation. Time step length of aerodynamic noises could directly affect the computational frequency. In general, the sampling frequency is at least twice the optimal signal frequency. In view of the limited accuracy of CFD method in high frequency regions, 0.0001 s was set as the time step length; 10000 Hz was set as the sampling frequency; information within 5000 Hz can be obtained. In actual computation, a large time step length was used; when pressures at the observation point reached a steady state, the time step length was gradually reduced to 0.0001 s.
Results and discussions of the numerical simulation on flow fields
While flowing through the A pillar, airflows will get attached to the front lateral window and cause strong pressure pulsations, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Therefore, control measures for the A pillar will directly affect the downstream region of lateral windows. The lateral window is close to the A pillar, while the A pillar has a complicated shape and large corner, so that airflows will get separated obviously here. A part of the airflows flows through the connection between the A pillar and the front end of vehicles, and the other part of airflows passes through corner angles of A pillar and gets separated. Therefore, an eddy structure is formed in the lateral window region and develops backwards along the A pillar to cause large pressure pulsations. The flow velocity is high after the airflows flow through the A pillar and get separated. Therefore, a low pressure region is formed around the lateral window behind A pillar. Therefore, the eddy structure is caused by common effects between flow fields and wall faces. Due to the rear view mirror, pressure alternation becomes more complicated, and airflows at the front window become more chaotic. Similarly, the flow velocity of airflows in front of the rear view mirror is high, while the flow velocity of airflows behind the rear view mirror is low. Fluid velocities in wake flow regions of the rear view mirror were extracted for comparison, as shown in Fig. 6 . It is shown in this figure that airflow velocities are low near the mirror face of rear view mirrors; obvious eddy structures will be generated in regions far from the mirror face. In addition, it can be found that eddies are in the wake flow region of the rear view mirror. Therefore, obvious eddies will be caused in the lateral window, and noises inside the vehicle will be also affected. shows positions and shapes of airflow separation regions described by contour surfaces with the total pressure 0 Pa. It is shown in this figure that obvious airflow separation regions are in the A pillar and rear view mirror regions. Large separation regions are also at wheels and wheel chambers. These airflow separation regions are typical positions causing aerodynamic noises. However, the reduction of aerodynamic noises can hardly be taken as design goals in shape design of wheels and vehicle bottom. In addition, large separated regions are at the tail part of the vehicle, which is a main reason causing aerodynamic resistance, but only affect aerodynamic noises in the vehicle slightly. In addition, it can be found that the airflows firstly get separated at the front lateral window region of the vehicle; then, a part of airflows gets attached in the rear lateral window region, while the other part of airflows gets attached in the front door handle. The phenomena can be used to explain why aerodynamic noises generated in the wake flow region of rear view mirrors are more obvious in low frequency bands (below 750 Hz) compared with eddy regions of the A pillar. Eddy contour surfaces can be used to express spatial changes of velocities and reflect spatial unsteady eddy structures. Fig. 9 shows that: at the same 2 moments, eddies of the lateral window region are a contour surface shape of 1300 s -1 , where different colors represent different sizes of airflow velocities. After airflows flow through the A pillar, one part of the separation fluid flows along the surface and edge of rear view mirrors; the other part flows through narrow space between the rear view mirror and the lateral window, gets accelerated and collided the lateral window; two parts of airflows form eddies behind the rear view mirror. They are formed through accelerated rotating motion of low-velocity airflows behind the rear view mirror under driving of high-velocity airflows which flow through the top part and lateral part of the rear view mirror. It can be found: eddy intensity and velocity near the lateral window surface are relatively large; eddy intensity near edges of the rear view mirror is relatively weak; the shape extends along the airflow direction to be an oval shape. One part of airflows passes through outer edges of the rear view mirror; the other part of airflows passes through narrow space between the lateral window surface and the rear view mirror. The two parts of airflows are similar to valves with different sizes. Under the same pressure and velocity of incoming flow, the smaller valve opening degree will cause higher flowing velocity of water flows. Therefore, the flowing velocity of airflows between the rear view mirror and the lateral window far is more than that of airflows flowing through outer edges of the rear view mirror. High-velocity airflows passing through narrow space between the rear view mirror and the lateral window will drive low-velocity airflows behind the rear view mirror to make strong rotation motion, and strong eddies are generated on the inner side of rear view mirrors. Eddies keep on developing to the downstream and get broken and dispersed. The separated and broken eddies are sources causing pressure pulsations. Airflows accelerated by the narrow space between the rear view mirror and the lateral window will obviously affect pressure distributions on the lateral window, so large pressure pulsations will be generated. For low-velocity jet flows, development and breaking of eddies are the main reasons causing aerodynamic noises. 
Results and discussions of the numerical simulation on flow noises
Airflow separation in lateral window regions will generate serious aerodynamic noises. The computation of aerodynamic noises is generally completed by finite element or boundary element methods. Regarding finite element method, the acoustic space generally needs to be dispersed into meshes. For boundary element method, the space only needs to be dispersed into shell meshes. The boundary element method can reduce dimensions of acoustic problems, so the computational amount can be decreased greatly. Meanwhile, the boundary element method is a semi-analytical numerical method which combines analysis and dispersion, and has high solution accuracy. In the flow field computation, structural meshes are divided finely and the model is large. If structural meshes are directly used as the boundary element model, the computational efficiency will be low, so that computational results and accuracy will not be increased obviously. In order to obtain ideal computation results, surface meshes are extracted based on the structural model. Actual geometric characteristics of the structure should be simulated accurately. Meanwhile, the mesh size should satisfy that each element length at least includes 6 sound wave wavelengths [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . In this paper, 11 mm is selected as the mesh size; the boundary element model has 23089 elements; the maximum frequency is 5000 Hz. In order to observe aerodynamic noises in the lateral window region, 11 observation points are arranged, as shown in Fig. 10(a) . The boundary element model is shown in Fig. 10(b) . Fig. 11 shows comparisons of sound pressure levels at each observation point. It is found that the observation point 3 had the maximum sound pressure level because this point is located at the wake flow region of the rear view mirror, with the largest eddy intensity. Sound pressure levels of other observation points are not very different because these points are located at the wake flow region of the rear view mirror, with small eddy intensity. When the analyzed frequency is less than 3000 Hz, sound pressure levels of each observation point are gradually decreased with the analyzed frequency. When the analyzed frequency is more than 3000 Hz, sound pressure levels of each observation point tend to reach a steady value. In addition, it is shown in Fig. 11(c) that sound pressure levels of observation points 10 and 11 are less than those of observation points 8 and 9. It is shown in Fig. 9 that observation points 8 and 9 are located at eddy regions of the lateral window; separated eddies are not at observation points 10 and 11. The phenomena can indicate that the separated eddy is a main reason causing aerodynamic noises. It is shown in Fig. 12(a) that sound pressure levels at observation points 2, 6 and 9 are basically consistent because the three observation points are located in longitudinal eddies on the lateral window surface. Sound pressure levels at observation point 2 are slightly higher than those at other two observation points because airflow separation is relatively serious and many broken eddies are at the observation point 2. It is shown in Fig. 12(b) that on the same horizontal plane, sound pressure levels at observation point 3 obviously are more than those at other two observation points because observation point 3 is located at the eddy center of the wake flow region of the rear view mirror and has a large eddy intensity. Similarly, sound pressure levels at observation point 7 are slightly higher than those at the observation point 8 because only a few of separation and broken eddies are at observation point 8.
Sound pressure contours at different frequencies were extracted, as shown in Fig. 13 . Sound wave wavelengths are large at low frequencies, so that large eddy noises will be caused when sound waves hit the separated eddies. Sound wave wavelengths are short at high frequencies and sound waves can bypass the separated eddies, so only small eddy noises will be generated. Therefore, size of convex parts in the lateral window region is greatly more than the noise wavelength at high frequencies and noise sources are distributed more uniformly; on the contrary, the noise source distribution will become uneven. As a result, noise distributions on the lateral window surface become gradually uniform with the increased frequency. In addition, it can be found that sound pressures in the wake flow region near the rear view mirror are very large. The reason is that airflow separation phenomena are serious in the wake flow region near rear view mirrors, and sound pressures are obviously low at the right upper part of lateral windows. It is shown in Fig. 9 that separated and broken eddies do not appear at this position, and no eddy noises are caused. 
Experimental verification of flow noises
In the experimental test, the tested vehicle was located in front of the wind tunnel center. The surface microphones were used to collect sound pressure signals at 11 observation points which were arranged on the front lateral window. The surface microphones are precious and can be damaged easily [34] [35] [36] , so they should be sleeved by nylon casings for protection, should be fixed by adhesive tapes, and should be prevented from shaking during the experimental test. Sensors should be kept flush with the lateral window glass, so that the accuracy of tested noises can be ensured. The experimental status was as follows: yaw angle of the vehicle was 0°; experimental wind velocity was 120 km/h; the motion belt was kept stationary; suction of boundary layers did not exist; lateral windows and doors were fully sealed by adhesive tapes. In this way, the experimental structure would be the same as the simulated structure. In addition, in order to observe airflows in the wake flow region of rear view mirrors, the laser particle image velocimetry technology (PIV) was used in the wind tunnel to test velocity fields in the wake flow region of rear view mirrors, as shown in Fig. 14, so the correctness of the numerical simulation method can be verified. A particle generator was placed at a stable section of the wind tunnel, so its interference to the original flow field could be reduced. The particle generator was started intermittently. Tracing particles passed through a wind tunnel honeycomb device and a damping net for rectification. Then, after one wind tunnel backflow cycle, the particles could be mixed uniformly with the air flow field, so flow states of the experimental wind tunnel section can be expressed fully. Background noises should be tested before the real test was conducted, so whether the background noise would form interference could be confirmed. After sensors were corrected, the wind source was opened, and the wind velocity was accelerated gradually. When the wind velocity reached 120 km/h and the airflow velocity in the experimental section reached a stable value, noise signals and velocity fields were collected and processed by computational software [37] [38] [39] [40] . Fig. 15 shows the comparison between experimental test and numerical simulation of sound pressures at some observation points. It is shown in these figures that experimental and numerical simulation results have the consistent trends. When the analyzed frequency is less than 3000 Hz, the sound pressure is gradually decreased with the analyzed frequency. When the analyzed frequency is more than 3000 Hz, the sound pressure gradually tends to reach stable values. In addition, the maximum relative error between experimental test and numerical simulation is not more than 5 %. The results fully verify the correctness of the numerical model in this paper. In addition, velocity fields in the tail region of rear view mirrors obtained in experimental test were extracted and compared with numerical simulation results, as shown in Fig. 16 . It is shown in Fig. 16 
Control and optimization of flow noises
Flow fields and noise mechanisms of the lateral window region are introduced above. However, reported researches are rarely focused on noise reduction measures of the lateral window region. Most work is focused on studying the topological structure of eddies in this region. As one of the passive control methods for flow fields, a bionic structure can be applied to the lateral window region of an actual vehicle for the numerical simulation, so that its impacts on flow fields can be explored. Most researches on bionic noise reduction take the tyto alba as the object because it is a kind of bird with silent flying ability. Researchers point out that the tyto alba has the silent flying ability because other types of birds do not have the following three features: floppy fluff on wing surface and legs, fringe structures on the rear feather edge and saw-tooth structures on the front edge of primaries. Fig. 17 shows the micro-structure of wing feather of the tyto alba, where the feather front edge has a saw-tooth structure. Studied results show that the front-edge saw-tooth structure has similar functions to an eddy generator. In addition, it co-works with wing tip feather and front edge slat in order to reduce boundary layer separation on the surface, which plays a key role in reducing noises during flight. Therefore, the bionic saw-tooth structure is applied to the lateral window region, as shown in Fig. 18 .
The bionic saw-tooth structure is applied to A pillars and rear view mirrors for computing of flow fields, as shown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 . Fig. 19 shows two contour surfaces with interval 0.05 s and total pressure 0 Pa. Fig. 20 shows that: at the same 2 moments, vortexes of the lateral window region are a contour surface shape of 1300 s -1 , where different colors represent different sizes of airflow velocities. It is shown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 that after setting some bionic saw-tooth structures on A pillars and rear view mirrors, some fluids are adhered to this region, so that the energy of fluids reaching the lateral window is reduced. In addition, it is also shown in Fig. 20 that fluids in rear regions of the rear view mirror presented a spiral shape, so that the possibility of fluid diffusion will be reduced. In Fig. 9 , the maximum energy in this region is 57.77, while that in this region with the bionic saw-tooth structures is 55.00. Obviously, the eddy energy is weakened, which will further reduce flow noises in the region. In order to verify the conclusion, flow noises in the region were computed again. Limited by this paper length, noises of some observation points were extracted for comparison with the original structure. Results are shown in Fig. 21 . It is shown in these figures that flow noises of all the observation points are reduced to different degrees. The noise reduction effect is obvious especially at observation point 11. The results fully prove that this region with bionic saw-teeth in this paper has obvious advantages in noise reduction. 
Conclusions
The paper firstly conducted a numerical computation for flow fields and aerodynamic noises of the lateral window region in vehicles, and verified its correctness using the experimental test. The following conclusions can be obtained:
1) The A pillar has a complicated shape and large corner, so that airflows will be separated here. A eddy structure is formed in the lateral window region and develops along the A pillar to cause large pressure pulsations. A low pressure region is caused behind the A pillar.
2) Eddy intensity and velocity near the lateral window surface are relatively large, while eddy intensity near edges of the rear view mirror is relatively weak. The shape of eddies extends along the airflow direction to be an oval shape. The separated and broken eddies are sources causing pressure pulsations and aerodynamic noises. Sound pressures are low at the right upper corner of lateral windows. In addition, noise distributions on the lateral window become gradually uniform with the increased frequency.
3) Experimental test and numerical simulation have a consistent change trend, and the maximum error is less than 5 %. Velocity fields are also similar between the experimental test and numerical simulation. Regions near the mirror face are low-velocity regions. Obvious eddies are generated at places far from the mirror face region. Flow directions are also similar, which further verifies the correctness of the computational model in this paper.
4) A bionic saw-tooth structure is applied to A pillars and rear view mirrors for reducing flow fields and noises. After the bionic saw-tooth structure is introduced into A pillars and rear view mirrors, some fluids are adhered to this region, so that the energy of fluids reaching the lateral window is reduced. In addition, fluids in rear regions of the rear view mirror presented a spiral shape, so that the possibility of fluid diffusion will be reduced. In the original model, the maximum energy in this region is 57.77, while that in this region with the bionic saw-tooth structures is 55.00. Obviously, the eddy energy is weakened. Finally, flow noises in the region were computed again. Compared with the original model, flow noises of all the observation points are reduced to different degrees, and the noise reduction effect is obvious. The results fully prove that this region with bionic saw-teeth in this paper has obvious advantages in noise reduction.
